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SUMMARY

The crystal structures of the alkaline earth salts of ethylene
diamine tetracetato-cobaltlc complex, MefCoYjgX^IgO (Me = Ca, Da, Sr),
were studied by means of X-ray diffraction of single crystals. The
unit cell dimensions and crystal symmetries of the crystals are listed
in the following table. Two modifications of the strontium salt were
found.

CRYSTAL

TJHIT CELL D3MSI0IE

SOMBER?
®1

®2

®3

*1

^2

*3

95° IT

90°

monoclinic

11.90 68° 13’

88°26*

84*29'

triclinic

11.47 12.25 67*54*

83*44’

84° 1*

triclinic

90°

90°

orthorhombic

Ba(CoY)

6.58 13.80

19.60

CafCoYjgXSSgO

6.51 11.54

Sr(CoY)2xSagO

6.52

SrfCoYjgX^IgO

6.48 13.57 19.27 90°

90°

Fourier projections of the calcium and triclinic strontium salt
were made but only preliminary parameters y and a for the atoms have
been obtained. The projections ere in agreement with the hypothesis
that two nitrogen atoms and four osygen ate®© of the same ethylene di¬
amine tetracetate ion fona bonds Tilth a central cobalt atom.
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i.

nfmaDUGTioii

Polymino polyacids end their ions have the ability of fomlng sol¬
uble complexes vith polyvalent metal ions, giving a very low concentra¬
tion of the cation.

A

very interesting compound of this class :1a ethyl¬

ene diamine tetracetic acid (H^Y).

HOOC-CHgN

nooc-ciig^

/CEg-COQS
H-CHg-CHp-II.
CHg-COOH

Chemical properties of this acid, especially its complex formation, have
been studied extensively by Schwarseribach (1548,49) •
Cobaltic ion is well known to fora complexes with coordination

plex with ethylene diamine tetracetate ion

has the fosaula CoY~.

Schvarzcnbach cites chemical evidence, which mokes it likely that in
the structure of this cobalt ic complex there are coordination linkages
between two nitrogens and four carboxyl oxygens and the central cobaltic
ion as shown in the diagram.

uni
/•
/ /
/ t
I tHx-C.001
CH*~

-coo
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In this paper, the structure of the cobaltic complex of ethylene
diamine tetracetic acid is studied "by means of X-rcy diffraction. Sin¬
gle crystals of the barium, calcium and strontium salt of thin complex
(of the general formula Me(CoY)gXSi^O) trere used in obtaining the dif¬
fraction patterns on \?hich the structure analysis vas based.

k
U.

HIEPARATIOII OP COMFOQUDS

The procedure of preparing the calcium and strontium salts of the
cobaltic complex was the one suggested by Schwarzeribach (13^9).

Fifteen

grams of ethylene diamine tetracetlc acid and 0.2 gram equivalent of
the base (CaCO^, SrCOg) were mixed with 50 cc. of water, in a stoppered
flask.
To oxidise the cobalt the mixture was cooled in an ice bath and
Bholcen with 4 cc. of bromine in ten cc. of glacial acetic acid, until
the violet color had gradually changed into blue or bluish green.

Pour

cc. of concentrated hydrochloric acid were added to the flask which was
always kept in the cold.

The

bromine complex, Me[ Co (EOT )Br ]g^lOI^O, which

precipitated as green short prisms or platelets, was purified by dissolv¬
ing it in a small amount of the corresponding base,

The solution was

filtered and acidified with a little hydrochloric acid.

The bream com¬

plex precipitated out and vas collected by filtering with suction.

It

was washed with ice water and alcohol and then dried in air.
To remove 'the bromine the slightly soluble green bromo salt was
mixed with some water and the calculated amount of AggO.

The reaction

mixture was warmed briefly and the silver bromide formed was removed
by filtering while hot.

The violet salt MeCCoYjgxSEgO (Me = Ca, Sr)

crystallized from the filtrate on cooling in the form of violet long
needles.
Calcium and strontium salts were prepared in this way, while a
sample of the barium salt had been kindly furnished by Professor
Schwarsehbach.
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OF TOUT CELL DEIEESIOBS

A precession camera (Buerger, 1<?44) as veil as a TJeiose-nberg camera
(Buerger, 1S&2) wore used in talcing the X-ray diffraction pictured of
the cohaltic complex crystals.

Hie precession camera records reflections

corresponding to reciprocal lattice planes perpendicular to the X-ray
team, while in the Tfeissenberg camera reflections corresponding to re¬
ciprocal lattice net parallel to the beam are registered.

Since in both

instruments the crystal is mounted with the same axis almost perpendic¬
ular to the beam it is feasible to record reflections of three or more
zones whose axes are non-coplanar with the same- mounting of a crystal.
The crystals were mounted in such a way that their needle axis was
nearly parallel to the axis of the goniometer head.

In each case, a

Weioseriberg photograph was taken first with the needle axis as the axis
of rotation.

The pictures contained reflections (OKL).

Despite a gen¬

eral resemblance, the patterns from different crystals indicated differ¬
ent symmetries.

Two preparations of the strontium salt ga\re two differ¬

ent modifications.

One shoved no symmetry on the TJeissenberg picture

except for the center always present in equatorial photographs (pattern
C2,? in Buerger nomenclature 1J&2).

Hie other modification of the stron¬

tium salt produced a pattern with two mirror lines, at ninety degrees
to each other and a diamond net (C2£, D).

Further exploration shoved

the first form to be triclinic, the second orthorhombic.

Subsequent

preparations of the strontium salt yielded always the triclinic form.
The difference between the two forms is not likely due to different

o

chemical formulas, 'because their diffraction patterns "bear close resem¬
blance to each other.

This polymorphism of the strontium salts was,

however, not pursued further.

The calcium (QKL) pictures had the same

symmetry as those of the triclinic fora of the strontium crystals, while
Hie barium pictures had two mirror lines at right angles to each other,
similar to those of the orthorhombic strontium pictures, but a rectangu¬
lar net (CQH , lO*

The barium crystals were later found to be mono clinic.

The precession pictures were taken with the following orientations
of tiie crystals.

For the barium and orthorhombic strontium crystals

tlie mirror lines were taken to define reciprocal axes Bg and B0 (Bg >

Bg).

Tiie crystals were adjusted so that the axis

B^

reciprocal to tlie

needle axis was parallel to the mounting axis of the goniometer head.
The axes Bg and Bg were in turn parallel (or nearly parallel) to -the
vertical axis of the film.

For the precession pictures of the triclinic

calcium and strontium crystals analogous orientations were chosen, tiie
above mirror lines being replaced by zone lines of strong intensity and
approximately ninety degrees to each other.

Tiie vectors Bg and Bg were

defined according to these zone lines.
The three vectors Ap, Ag, Ag and three angles

<5^,

5

direct lattice are defined in terms of tlie reciprocal vectors
B- by the relatione
'•'O

<*g of the
Bg

7

ot ^

i,J,k, = cyclic permutation of 1,2,3

The corresponding reciprocal lattice angles are
angle

(i,

g, g,

^y The

was measured from the Weissenberg picture as the distance

between the two

zone

lines chosen as Bg and

By

and the angles (i g and

(!> ^ were recorded on the corresponding precession pictures.

The recip¬

rocal lattice constants were obtained by measuring the precession pic¬
tures on which a short exposure of quarts powder lines had been super¬
imposed.

The lattice constants of quartz being well established, the

spaclngs of these lines served to minimize possible errors in our measure¬
ment caused by film shrinkage, etc.

The length of

was obtained from

precession pictures of both orientations, and there was good agreement
between the too values.
Cobaltic ion fluoresces in Cu K radiation, which was used here.
This did not blacken the film unduly, however, since n-loyer screens
were used, slits admitting only the chosen diffracted beams, lying on
the surface of a cone.

A

large part of the fluorescent radiation was

therefore shielded off by these screens.

Since for the determination

of tiie unit cell dimensions only the positions of the diffracted beams
are involved and not the intensities, Cu K radiation can safely be used.
The lattice constants end crystal symmetries of the barium, calcium
and strontium crystals are listed in Table IH-1
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TABES m-1

LATTICE COIiSTALTS
CRYSTAL

CRYSTAL
sns&EH?

Axfl

^2

*1

*2

*3

BaCCoYjgXShgO

6.58

13.80

19.60

90°

95° n*

90°

monoclinic

Ca(CoY)gX5HgO

6.51

11.54

22.26 830

88°50*

84°30'

triclinic

SrCCoYjgX^O

6.52

13.26

19.68

94® 5*

94° 16’

94°

triclinic

SrCCoYjgXSUgO

6.48

13.57

19.27

90°

90°

90°

orthorhombic

The diffraction patterns of these crystals were found to have dif¬
ferent extinctions which trill he discussed separately in the forthcoming
paragraphs.
A. Tricllnic Calcium and Strontium Salts;

In the diffraction patterns

of the triclinic calcium and strontium salts only reflections with k + SL
even appeared, which indicates that the lattices are A-, end centered.
Since both salts belong to the triclinic system, the lattices can he
described in a simpler -tray hy transforming the end-centered unit cells
into primitive ones.

The results are listed in the following tables

TABLE HI-2

transformation

lattice constants

matrix
a

Ca crystal

i ~

ikAlc

-10

0

ax A

0-10

02

A

a

°^2

3 *

*3

6.51 11.54

11.90

68°13'

88°26

C

84°29'

6.52

12,25

67°54l

88°44'

84° 1*

Oil
2 2
-10
Sr crystal

0

Oil
2 2

11.47

0-11
2 2

1
P
The space group symmetry of these crystals is therefore C^-Pl
or C^-Pl,

which differ by the absence or presence of symmetry centers.
B.

Barium Salt: Kef lections (OkO) are present only if k even.

These

absences would be explained by the space groups P2-j/a and P2
C.

1*
Orthorhombic Strontium Salt: One specimen of the strontium salt

lias orthorhombic symmetry.

The only rigid act faction rule is that re¬

flections (OkO) ore absent when k is odd, which leads -to the probable
space group D|-r22-j2.
k •>

Q-

Only very few of the reflections (Ok £) with

odd and of the reflections (hkO) with h odd are present and they

are exceedingly weak.

In a good approximation the crystal has the probable
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group symmetry

Cg^-PnS^a.

The pseudo extinctions mentioned are characteriotic aleo of the
space group

D^-Prcaa.

The set of general positions in this spaoe group

is eight-fold and there are four-fold positions also, located on the
inversion centers end on the mirror planes.

Since there are only four

complexes in the unit cell and since these complexes have no symmetry,
tills space group is eliminated.
The space group
only.

Cg^-PnS^a

has a general set of four-fold positions

There are two strontium iona per unit cell (and 18 ** tar2 ‘water

molecules) so that this space group symmetry can he approximate only.
It is likely that it concerns the complex ions and moat of the water
molecules, while the two strontium ions and the remaining two water
molecules ore responsible for the weak reflections which disagree vith
the extinction rules.

The fact that these spots are very weak means

probably that the strongly scattering strontium ions are in very special
positions.
The number of "molecules” per unit cell followsfroa the densities
of the crystals, which were determined by suspension in a mixture of
chloroform and ethylene dibromide.
lowing tables.

The results ore collected in the fol¬

The close relationship in the unit cell dimensions and

diffraction patterns of the calcium and the triclinic strontium crystals
makes it appear likely that the two substances are isomorphous.

•PABEB IH-3
M(mol.vt)

f ga/cc

Tol. Of
0
unit cell A

Ba crystal

993

2.001

1778

Ca crystal

896

1.789

826.1

1

Sr crystal
(triclinic)

943.6

1.874

844.5

1

Sr crystal
(orthorhombic)

943.6

1.874

1694

2(no, of "mol"
per unit cell)
2

2

Tiffins in-4
Crystal

BafCoYjgX^gO CafcoYjgxSUgO SrCCoYj^SSgO Sr(CoY)g3!:9Hg0

l *

6.58

6.51

6.52

6.48

Qg A

13.80

11.54

11.47

13*57

A

19*60

11.90

12.25

19.27

&

90°

60° 13’

67*54‘

90°

<*2

S5°11»

88°26*

88°44»

908

*3

90°

84°29*

84° 1'

90°

monoclinic

triclinic

triclinic

orthorhombic

S&i/m or

PI or PI

PI or Pi

P22.2
#1#

a

03

1

Crystal
Symmetry
Space
Group
2

2

1

1

2
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iv. impsumms

OF XKTELOTIES

The unit cell dimensions ere calculated from the positions of the
reflections without reference to the intensities.

But to find the arrange¬

ment of atoms in the unit cell, it is necessary to consider the inten¬
sities of the diffracted teams.

The relative intensities were obtained

"by visual comparison of the films with an intensity scale to he described
later.

Ho effort was made to bring these intensities onto an absolute

scale by instrumental means.
All the diffraction pictures, used in intensity measurements, were
talien with the Heissenberg camera loaded with three sheets of film and
two intervening sheets of brass foil, 0.001 inch thick.

Ho

K

rather

than Cu K radiation was used, since the shorter wavelength was less ab¬
sorbed by the crystals.

Besides the fluorescence of cobalt In Cu K radia¬

tion is undesirable in intensity work.

Each diffraction spot was recorded

on idle three successive films at the same time, but weakened by the same
factor after each passage through brass foil and film.

Brass foil of

the thickness chosen was used here because of its favorable absorption
factor for Mo

K

radiation.

The absorption factor of the brass foil plus one sheet of film was
determined in the following way.

A prominent spot on a Weisseriberg pic¬

ture was selected as reference and the crystal was allowed to oscillate
over ten degrees in the neighborhood of this spot, thus producing a nar¬
row strip of the diffraction pattern containing -the reference spot.
Seven ouch strips were taken with different exposure times in the ratio

13

of

2°*1, 2°*2, 2°*3, 20,\ 20*5, cma 22*0, tube current ana wltage

"being carefully regulated.

A careful comparison of the three records

shoved that the density of the reference spot with the relative exposure

p Q
time

2 *

on the second

film

fell "between those on the first fils with
2®*2

the respective exposure tines

and

2°*^

and that the sane rela¬

tionship obtained "between the second and third film.

The absorption

factor of the brass foil is therefore approximately

22.0

=

21.85

3.60

Q0^3

Once the absorption factor had been determined, a set of intensity
scales was prepared using again three films with intervening brass foils
and the sane reference spot.

Eight exposures were made on different

places of the film, forming eight strips on each film.

Each strip con¬

tained the reference spot with the following exposure times.

Strip Eo»

Exposure Tine

Eclative Exposure

1

3600.3(sec)

3.61 = 1.2?

2

3000.3

3.(f>ft * 1.26

3

2490.3

3.65/7 „

4

2080.6

3.6^/7 - i.s^

5

1730.7

3.63/7 « 1.23

6

1442.4

3.62/7 = 1.22

7

1201.3

3.6 ft = 1.21

8

1007.8

3.6® « 1.2®

1>25

X
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She ratio between the longest end shortest exposures was chosen to he
3.6, the absorption factor of Hie brass foil used.

Therefore the weakest

strip on the first (or second) film lied the sense density as the strongest
strip on the second (or third) one.

Starting from the weakest strip on

the third film, the strips were numbered consecutively from 0 to 21 in
the order of increasing density corresponding to the relative exposures
of (1.2)°, (1.2)1, (1.2)2.... (1.2)21.
Intensity pictures of calcium and strontium crystals were taken
only and, for the time being, only of reflections Okt .

The pictures

were indexed end the intensities of each diffracted beam compared with
the scale.

Average values from the three successive films were taken

to obtain better accuracy, said the densities of very weak spots were
interpolated by am extension of the scale.

These intensity data were

used in the Fourier and Patterson analyses to be described in the fol¬
lowing section.
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FOURIER maSSSB

The projection of the electron density f (y,s) along the axis ^
onto the plane (100) can he represented "by a Fourier series

? (y,z)

-

Z Z F(0L-je )e-27riforik- * t--°0

(Y-l)

0

The coefficients

F(0kje )

in this series are the structure factors which

characterize the arrangement of the atoms in the unit cell and ere re¬
lated to the intersiitee of the diffracted beams.

A projection along

was chosen as there would he expected few superpositions of atoms
due to the shortness of this axis.
For on ideally imperfect crystal the relative intensities of the
diffracted beams can he expressed as the product of lorentz and polarisa¬
tion factors with the square of the absolute value of structure factor

2

l(0k£ }

=

const

1

coa%$
oin2 'L'S

|F(0k£)|t"

using the convenient table of the trigonometric function in (V-2) of
Lu (15^3).

In general the structure factor is a complex number.

F(0kU

«

|F(Qkg )|ei<!l

(V-2)
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fracted beam. To calculate the electron density

as veil as tlieir absolute values.

f (y,a) from equation

If centers of symmetry are present,

the phases are limited to the values 0 and TT , as may ho seen frca the
following,
The structure factor, as mentioned before, is a function of th©
atomic arrangements.

It has the form

F(0kjt) - 2 f.x e"27r

^zi)

(V-3)

Here f^ is the atomic scattering factor of the ith atom, xj, y-j_,
ere the coordinates of the ith atom, and the sumation is carried over
all the atom in the unit cell.

If a unit cell lias a center of symmetry

at the origin there must be for any atom at position (x, y,

2)

an identical

one at (x, y, a) so that from (Y-3)

F(Ok S )

~

?- f^

11

^ ^

and ji = 0 or '!r. The imaginary parts of the exponential functions in
(V*-l) cancel and the projection is given by

f (y,s) = S kZ * F(01c £) cos 2 Tf (ky-r £, 2)
5

(V-4)

I
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If there is a center of symetry, the problem of determining the
phase components Is simplified to the one of determining their signs.
Since each unit cell contains one formula of ISetCoYjgxSHgO, it was rea¬
sonable to assume that the two complex ions (CoY)~ trere arranged symmet¬
rically with respect to a center which in turn was occupied by the metal
ion

(Car r or Sr’*).

A preliminary determination of the signs of the

structure factors was based upon the isomorphism of the calcium and the
triclinic strontium salts previously mentioned.

Since both crystals are

iaomorphoua to each other, they should, have essentially the same struc¬
ture, except for the replacement of calcium by strontium.

The difference

between the structure factors of the strontium and the calcium salts
should be nearly the same as the difference between the atomic scattering
factors of strontium and calcium ions.

F(Sr) - F(Ca) = f (SrM) - f(Ca*)

However, only relative values F‘ (Oh i ) = K x F(01cfi )

hod been measured.

To correlate the relative values of the structure factors free the two
isomorphous crystals, one must bring them to the same scale.
The scale factor for the observed structure factors was estimated
by the following method.

If the squares of a reasonably large number

of structure factors in a narrow range of $ are averaged over all h,

h,

d

.
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|F(hk£)|2

=

exp 2wi (h(xj- x..):- k(y^-

y^)r

£(zy Zj) )

■'• IT exp Swi (h(xj- x^H k^- y^}; l{zg- z±) )
a *i

The final double sun is apt to be very small since different terms of
similar magnitude have random phase and tend to cancel,

|F(hk£)|2 ^If2< 0)

Hi a better approximation the contributions of the heavy atoms to
this sum trould have to bo accounted for, but at this stage the coordinates
of tiie cobalt atoms were not known.
ther carried over lc and Z only.

In this work the averaging was fur¬

If the scale factor K is defined as

the ratio of observed over the actual value of the structure factor,
it follows from the above that

K2 =

iF' tOki )/^ =
|F(0kV)j2

Reflections with sin 0
IF* (01c Z )\2 =

IF’(Ok £)!'<*•
?f^(0)

between 0.1 and 0.2 were taken to calculate

J \ jF*(0k£ )l2/|| 3.

•

She atomic fam factors

f^(0 ) were taken from the Internationale Tabellen at sin f - O.15.
The constant K was calculated from the observed data from calcium
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and strontium crystals separately.

It ras found to "be 0.0338 for calcium

and O.0326 for strontium crystals.

Since the tiro scale factor’s turned

out so close to each other, it von assumed that the relative observations
from both salts were on the same scale so that

F*(Sr) - F'(Ca)

=

K[f(SrH) - f (Ca

+

)],

the scattering due to complex ions and water molecules being the same
in both cases.
Therefore,
K

-•=

g’ter) - F* (Ca) =
f(Sn *•)- f<Ca‘ ’-)

t

IF* (Sr)I 1 IF*
f (Sr; , 5 - f(Car+

Since -the signs of the structure factors were known, there are four pos¬
sible combinations of the positive- and negative signs.

But as the con¬

stant K must be positive from its nature as scale factor, the two com¬
binations leading to negative values of

K

can be discarded.

For each

pair of reflections two alternatives remain.

They are conveniently

divided into two groups according to whether

|F,(Sr)|£.|F’(Ca)|.

resulting possibilities are recorded in the following table.

The

20

SCALE FACTOR IC

SL2IS
F* (Sr)

F’(Ca)

IF* (Sr*)! - IF' (Ca)j
f (SrM')~f (Cair)

|F*(Sr)|>|F*(Ca)l

IF* (Sr)| + |F' (Ca)|

1-

H

f{Sr )-f(Ca^)

IF* (Sr)/ * IF’(Ca)/
i +

f (Sr

i :

f(Sr

-

)-f (Ca* *)

-IF* (Sr)/ WF* (Ca)l

IF'(Sr)l <IF'(Ca)|

s-

-

!;

)-f(Ca )

The tiro possible values for the scale factor were calculated for each
pair of reflections.

For most of the reflections, one of the values

fell in the range 0.01 - 0,0k, while the other was far from it so that
the choice of the proper sign offered no difficulty in these cases.

A

umber of reflections were discarded since no decision could be made
on their signs.

The first electron density map of 'the calcium crystal

was calculated by Patterson and Tunell strips using these signs.

Con¬

tour lines at equal altitude intervals were drawn to show the location
of the peaks on which the resolved atoms should fall.
On the first Fourier projection there appeared a heavy peak at the
origin, presumably representing the calcium, ion and two other heavy ones
related by a center of symmetry.
cobaltic ions.

These two obviously should be the two

To interpret -the remaining peaks of much lower magnitude

an ideal model of the complex (CoY)" was made with theoretical bond dis-

21

tsnces and angles (Pauling, 194o) and, in accordance with Sckwsrzenhach' s
views, vith the cobaltlc ion octahedral^ surrounded by two nitrogen
atoms and four oxygen atoms.

It was found that essentially only two

such models could he constructed, one being the mirror image of the other.
The axTangesaent of the oxygens and nitrogens surrounding the cohalt, os
well as of the carbons attached to them was given quite uniquely by the
assumed angles and distances, but for the peripheral carbons and oxygens
seme flexibility remained.

The assumed centers of symmetry in the crys¬

tal would of course require the presence of one molecule of each hind
per unit cell.

They could he conveniently arranged with respect to the

centers of inversion so as not to interfere with one another or the mole¬
cules in neighboring cells.
With the help of this model, most of the maxima were easily identi¬
fied, except for two carbon atoms in each acid molecule, which did not
correspond to peaks at appropriate positions.

Ho attempt was made to

locate the water molecules.
The structure factors of this idealised atomic arrangement were
calculated, and their signs were combined with the observed structure
factors to compute a second Fourier projection.
map obtained is shown in figure 1.

The electron density

For all the lower peaks, the contour

lines are at an arbitrary but constant interval, while for the high peaks,
representing the calcium and the two cobaltic ions, the contour lines
are at double tills interval.

The atoms composing the complex ion are

labeled, and the chemical bonds are indicated with broken lines.

Cam-

/

paring the first and second projections, there was no change in the posi-
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tions of the calcium and cobaltie ions, and very little change for the
six atoms around it*

O

°

as much as

0*5 A

But those farther removed from ‘the cobalt vere shifted

to

1 A.

The structure factors 2? (Ok £ ) ■were calculated for the atomic con*
figurations from the second projection.

Fair agreement was obtained

between factors for a large fraction of the values, but for the remainder
•clie agreement was poor.

This indicates that tho parameters of the car¬

bon and oxygen atoms should be further adjusted.
In the second projection the loner peaks of the lighter atoms might
deviate from their true positions and there was a number of false peaks
which could not be distinguished from the true ones.

The errors were

most likely due to the following tiro facts: (1) Some terms were left
out in summing the Fourier series because of the doubtfulness of their
signs.

(2) The "diffraction waves" (Bragg and West, 1930) due to the

"breaking .off error" for -the heavy atoms, calcium and cobalt, were of
a magnitude comparable with that of the lower peaks of the limiter atoms.
Two ways present themselves to minimize the "breaking off error",
to artificial temperature factor exp (-a sin2 0 ) may be introduced ouch
that F" = F* exp (-a sin2 9 ).

The temperature factor acts as convergence

factor, decreasing the importance of the coefficients as sin

-9

increases.

It causes the peaks in the projection to be broadened*
toother method is to calculate a synthetic Fourier projection using
as coefficients the structure factors calculated from the already known
parameters of Co'H'+ and Me'"1" and breaking off the series at tho same
value of sin 0 .

This function is then subtracted from the electron
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density projection.

The resulting nap will contain the light peaks not

affected by the "diffraction waves" from the heavy atoms.

Probably a

set of improved parameter values would be obtained by this procedure.
To gain confirmation of the present interpretation of

f (y>z)

for the calcium salt a projection was made for the strontium salt using
a different method of determining the signs.

Assuming the cobaltic ions

to have the same (y,s) coordinates in both calcium ana strontium crystals,
structure factors with Sr+f and CoM"i‘ only were calculated for all the
reflections.

Since tee atomic number of strontium is larger than that

of calcium, it is expected that the signs of most terms con be determined
by considering Sr''1' and Co1'**5' alone.

But tee "breaking off error" would

be worse for SfH‘ also.
The signs of one hundred and two terms out of hundred and twentyfour observed structure factors wore considered reasonably assured by
this procedure end were used in calculating an electron density projec¬
tion.

Figure 2 represents a contour map of this projection, with con¬

tour lines drawn in the same way as those for calcium.

The arrangement

of the peaks in tee unit cell is very similar to teat of fig. 1 and
serves to check tee original assumption teat tee calcium and the strontium
salts have essentially tee same structure.

The cobalt ic ions have exact¬

ly tee same parameters in bote crystals, but the peaks for tee lighter
atoms are nob all located at the same positions.

Since not all of the

terms used in tee projection for tee strontium salt can be presumed
certain, and since tee "breaking off" error for strontium is large, this
difference may not be significant.

It is hoped that a detailed analysis

Fourier

Projection of Sr(CoY)jX9H
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of the differences between the two projections may lead to Improved
parameter values for both.
It was recently proposed that electron densities can be obtained
without a knowledge of the phases of the diffracted beans.
made use of the Patterson function (Patterson,

OO °0

P(y,z)

“

X

z

lF(Ok

The procedure

1934).

A

<L)r

COS2 TT (fcy*-L z)

(V-5)

which gives peaks at vector distances from the origin equal to vector
distances between pairs of maxima in the electron density projection.
It has been shown (Buerger, 195°) that by superposing the origin of one
sheet of the Patterson projection on a suitable peak on a similar sheet
and recording only peaks appearing on both sheets, it should be possible
to resolve the vector map to give essentially a projection of the elec¬
tron density.

One superposition may suffice for complete resolution if

the peak on which the origin is superposed corresponds to a vector between
mnrima in electron density, which are related by. a center of symmetry.
The resolution will, however, not be complete if this vector accidently
corresponds to other interatomic vectors also.
This method was tried on the calcium crystal.

A

Patterson projec¬

tion along the needle axis was calculated by equation (V-5)*
map obtained is shown in figure 3*

The contour

In addition to the one at the origin,

two heavy peaks appeared, each of which contains mainly the interactions
between the calcium and cobalt and the two cobalt ions.

Contour lines

were drawn at arbitrary but equal intervals, and at double this interval

for the heavy peaks.
An effort was made to resolve this projection by superposing the
origin of one sheet on the peak due to the interaction between the two
cobaltic ions the parameters of vhich were deduced from the Fourier pro¬
jection.

On a third sheet the lower of the two numbers was recorded

for each point at which

P(y,s)

had been calculated,

The result did

show a number of resolved peaks, but not enough to obtain improvement
of the parameters deduced from the Fourier projection.

This disappoint¬

ing outcome is doubtlessly due to the fact that the projections of the
three heavy atoms are almost equally spaced along the diagonal of the
f

(aga^) net.
Despite the fact that the present parameter values of the carbon
and oxygen atoms ore by no means final, it is clear that the idea that
the cobaltic ion is octahedvelly surrounded by two nitrogens and four
carboxyl oxygens is essentially correct.
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